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Abstract 
Letessier, J., On co-recursive associated Laguerre polynomials, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 49 (1993) 127-136. 
In this note we give results on co-recursive associated Laguerre polynomials; in particular, explicit form, 
orthogonality measure and fourth-order differential equations satisfied by the polynomials are presented with 
special attention to some simple limiting cases. 
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1. Introduction 
Generalizations of classical orthogonal polynomials are numerous and their classification 
follows several directions. For an interesting survey of these classifications, see, for example, 
[12] and the references therein. See also the recent generalization of the Laguerre polynomials 
[61. 
In particular, starting from a sequence of orthogonal polynomials (PJnao defined by the 
recurrence relation 
Cz+,W = (x - P,+M,+1(4 - 3/,+1W)~ 12 2 0, (1) 
and the initial conditions 
&l(x) = 1, 4(x) =x -Po, (2) 
with p,, yn E C and y, # 0, the two following polynomial families are considered. 
. The associated polynomials obtained when we replace y1 by II + c in the coefficients p, and 
y, (keeping y,, # 0). If c is an integer k, these polynomials are called associated of order k. The 
associated polynomials of order one are the numerator polynomials. 
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. The co-recursive polynomials obtained when we replace PO by &-, + v [4]. 
The purpose of this note is to present, with few details on the used methods, results on 
co-recursive associated Laguerre (CAL) polynomials. In Section 2 we give an explicit expression 
for the CAL polynomials. In Section 3 we derive the absolutely continuous part of the 
orthogonality measure of the CAL polynomials using a generating function of them. In Section 
4 we obtain, using the Orr method, the fourth-order differential equation satisfied by the CAL 
polynomials. Section 5 is devoted to some limiting cases among which a new simple case of 
associated Laguerre polynomials. 
2. Explicit representation for the CAL polynomials 
Replacing II by n + c in the recurrence relations of the Laguerre polynomials, we obtain the 
recurrence relations satisfied by the associated Laguerre polynomials L”,(x; cl: 
(2n + 2c + (Y + 1 -x)p, = (Fz + c + l)&+i + (n + c + CY)&_i. (3) 
To complete the definition of the polynomials L”,(x; c), we have to impose the initial 
conditions 
L”,(x; c) = 0, L”,(x; c) = 1. (4) 
These polynomials are orthogonal with respect to a positive measure when (n + c)(n + (Y + c) > 
0, Vn > 0 (see [l] for details). 
Note that if we consider the manic polynomials L”,(x; c) defined by 
LE(x; c) = (- l)“(c + 1)&&X; c), (5) 
they satisfy the recurrence relation 
(x-2n-2c-(1!-1)L;( x; c) =L”,+,(x; c) + (n + c)(n + c + “)L;_,(X; c). (6) 
We can see that this recurrence is invariant in the transformation F defined by 
Y(c, a) = (c +cu, -a). (7) 
Equations (3) and (4) give for L$x; c), 
I$x; c) = - -& (X-2c-cr-1). 
The CAL polynomials L”,(x; c, p) satisfy the same recurrence relation (3) with a shift p on the 
manic polynomial of first degree, i.e., 
L”;(x; c, p) = - -&x+p-2c-nl). 
To obtain ,5:(x; c, pu> with (3), we have to impose the initial conditions 
L”,(x; c, P) = -&Y L”,(x; c, p) = 1. (10) 
Even for c + (Y + 0 these initial conditions in (3) lead to (9). 
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We know two linearly independent solutions of (3) in terms of confluent hypergeometric 
functions: 
(11) 
Writing the polynomials L”,(x; c, CL) as a linear combination 
,5*,(x; c, ,u) =Au, +&I,, (12) 
and using a method similar as the one in [l], we can write the CAL polynomials as 
= (,y;) 
n 
(1 + d&k + l>n *F,( --C, p--c+l~x)pl( -y_yqx). l+cr,j_&-c 
(13) 
This representation is valid only for cy f 0, + 1, + 2,. . . , but these restrictions can be removed 
by limiting processes. 
Following the same way as in [l], we find the explicit representation 
LZ(x; C7 P> 
(c+(Y+l), n (-+ 
n! ,‘;a (C + l)k(C + C% + l)k 4F3 
k-n,C,c+a,G+l l xk 
I) c+k+l,c+a+k+l,G ’ 
where G = c(c + a)/~. Take care of the limiting processes when y1= k and when c = 0 or 
c+a=o. 
3. Generating function, orthogonality measure 
Let F(x, w> be the generating function of the polynomials L*,(x; c, CL): 
cc 
F(x, w) = c w”L”,(x; c, p). 
n=O 
The recurrence relation (3) and the initial conditions (10) lead to the 
equation: 
w(1 - w)2&x, w) + [(l - W)(C - (c +a + 1)w) +xw]F(x, 
(15) 
following differential 
w)=c-pw. (16) 
The function F(x, w) is normalized by the condition F(x, 0) = 1, and due to the orthogonality 
of the L”,(x; c, p), we have the boundary condition 
(%x, w) d+(x) = I, 
0 
(17) 
where d4(x) is the orthogonality measure. 
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The solution of (16), which is bounded at w = 0, is given, for c > 0, by 
F(x, w) = w -"(l - w))aM1exp[ - &]/wu~-l(l - ~)~-l(c - pu) exp[ &] du. 
0 
Changing variables according to 
7 t 
U= 
1+7’ w= l+z’ 
and integrating (18) with respect to d$(x), taking (17) into account, we obtain 
(18) 
(19) 
z”(1 +Z)-l-a-c 
= [~r’-‘(l+ T) -l-a-c[c + ~(c - p)] exp[ -x(z - ~)l d7 d+(x). (20) 
The Laplace transform of the above identity leads for the Stieltjes transform of the measure 
d$(x) to the relationship 
m NW 
@) =-r, 
F(c+l,l-(Y;p) 
x+g = qc , -a;p)+(c-~)qC+1,1-cZ;p)’ 
(21) 
The function F(a, b; p) has no zeros for I arg p ( G TT, the denominator of (21) has no zeros in 
this region at least for E_L < c. Using the expression of the Tricomi function q in terms of 
generalized hypergeometric functions [5, p.2571, we can rewrite formally (21) in the form 
i 
c,c+a,c(c+(Y)/p+l 1 -l 
s(p) =p”!qc + 1,1 -a; p) $1 
I i 
-- 
+ + a)/p P ’ 
(22) 
where the principal branch of SF1 is considered as the one of the p function. 
The absolutely continuous part of the measure d4(x) can be computed using the Perron- 
Stieltjes inversion formula. Details of the method can be found in [7] and we obtain 
1 xaepx 
4’(x) =r(c + l)r(c + (Y + 1) llq,, -a; xeiV) + (c - p)p(c + 1, 1 -a; xein)12 * 
We can write formally 
x 
a+2c --x 
e @(x) = 
r(c + l)T(c + CY + 1) 
(23) 
F c,c+cx,c(c+cx)/~++ e’” 
3 1 
l c(c + Q)/P I il 
-2 
-- 
x . 
w 
At least for c 2 0, c + (Y 2 0, p G c, the CAL polynomials L*,(x; c, ~1 satisfy the orthogonality 
relation 
/ ( mL; x; c, p)q&; c> l-4 W(x) = 
(c + a + l)a 
(c + 1) 4m- 
0 n 
(25) 
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4. Fourth-order differential equation 
It is easily verified that the Stieltjes transform s(p) calculated in (21) is a solution of the 
Riccati equation 
P’(P)= tE-LP-(~-~)(~+~-cL)l~2~P~+ [P+~+qc-P)1+)-1. (26) 
Therefore the CAL polynomials belong to the Laguerre-Hahn class [9,12] and verify a 
fourth-order differential equation. One way to obtain this fourth-order differential equation is 
to start from the expression (13). In the right-hand side we have a product of a ,F, times a 2F2. 
The 1 F, is solution of a second-order differential equation, but for the 2 F2 a third-order one is 
expected. In fact the 2F2 involved in (13) is of the form 
(27) 
which can be shown with little effort to be a solution of the second-order differential equation 
x[(b-e)x+e(d-e-l)]y”(x) 
-{(b - e)x2 + [e(2d -e - 2) + b(1 - d)]x - ed(d -e - l)}y’(x) 
- b[(b - e)x + (e + l)(d -e - l)] y(x) = 0. (28) 
So we can use the Orr method to obtain the differential equation satisfied by the products 
involved in (13) 110,151. Let us notice that, the second product being obtained by the 
transformation 7 of the first one, the fourth-order differential equation will have to be 
invariant under this transformation. 
Details of these calculations are very difficult to write out explicitly and were achieved with 
the help of the MAPLE computer algebra [3]. Although it is not easy to use, we give it as a 
curiosity: 
c,y’4’(x) + c3y(3)(x) + c2y(2)(x) + CIY’l’(X) + coy(x) = 0, (29) 
with 
c4 =x2(2/P + Bx + 2C), (30) 
c3 = 2x(3Ax2 + 2Bx + 5C), (31) 
c2= -~Ax~+Dx~+Ex~+Fx+G, (32) 
cl= -4Ax3+HxZ+Ix+J, (33) 
co = n(n + 1)(2/P + fi + 2L), (34) 
where 
A = /_&2(1 + 2n), 
B = /~(2(1 + 4n)p2 - (4(1 + 2n)(2c + a) - 1)~ + 2c(3 + 4n)(c + a)), 
c = (c - /J)(c + ff - /J)(2n$ - ((1 + 2n)(2c + (Y) + l)/_k + 2c(n + l)(c + a)), 
D = 7(2(1 + 4n)p2 - (2(1 + 2n)(Bc + 4~y + 1 + 2n) - 1)~ + 2c(3 + 4n)(c + a)), 
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E = ((1 + 4n)(4n + 12c + 6a + 3) + 3)~~ - 4rz/_~~ 
- 2(1 + 2n)((2c + (~)(4n + 12c + 6a + 2) - 2c(c + a) - 1)~’ 
+ c(c + a)((3 + 4n)(4n + 12c + 6a + 1) + 3)~ - 4c2(c + a)“@ + l), 
F = 8n(2c + (Y + u + 1)~~ 
- ((1 + 4n)((2c + a)(4n + 12c + 6a + 3) - 8c(c +(Y) - 3) + 1Oc + 5a + 2)~’ 
+ ((1 + 4n)(((r2 + 6c(c + cx)(2n + 8c + 4a + $) - (2c + a)(l2c(c + a) + ;)) 
+ (2a2 + 6c(c + cx) - +)(4c + 2a + F) - +$x2 + ;))a 
-2c(c + cr)((l + 4n)((2c + cx)(2n + 4c + 2a + 5) + 2a2 - +) 
+ (2c + cx)(Sc + 4a + ;) + 2a2 - ;)p 
+8c2(c + a)“@ + l)(n + 2c +a), 
G = -2(c1- 2)(c1+ 2)(c - p)(c + (Y - p) 
x (2(c - P)(C + a-/U)n-(2c+a+l)#u+2c(c+CY)), 
H= 2+2(5n + l)p’+ ((1+ 2n)(n + 12c + ICY + ;) - + - 2c(c +(w)(5n + 4)), 
I = - 12np4 + ~((Tz + +)(“Tz + 4Oc + 20a+ 3) + g)p3 
+ 2( - (1 + 2n)((2c + cy)(4n + 12c + 6a + 2) + lOc(c + a) - 1) - 6c - ~cx)/L~ 
+ 2c(c + a)((; + n)(8n + 4Oc + 20a + 7) + g)p - 12c2(c + cx)‘(n + l), 
J=4(j_&-c)(~-c---(Y) 
x (3n(n + 2c + cx + 1)jL2 
+ (- +(l + 2n)((2c + a)(6n + 8c + 4a + 3) + 8c(c + (;r) + 8) - ;c - $c+ 
+3c(c + +z + l)(Tz + 2c + cx)), 
K = /.~(2(4n - 1)~’ - (4(1 + 2n)(2c + a) - 3)~ + 2c(4n + 5)(c + cx)), 
L = (c - p)(c + a - /_L)(~(Iz - 1)~’ - ((1 + 2n)(2c + a) + 6)~ + 2c(n + 2)(c + cx)). 
Note the invariance of the differential equation (29) by the transformation Y defined in (7). 
5. Particular cases 
We now give various results corresponding to limiting cases of special interest. 
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5.1. Limit c = 0 
In this limit we obtain the co-recursive Laguerre polynomials. An explicit form is 
L”,(x; 0, P) 
P(k -n) = 
(1+k)(1+a+k)jF2 
1+k-n, 1+a, 1 1 
k-(Y+2, k+2 I) 
and the corresponding measure is given by 
4’(x) = r;;“+,) 11 -p?P(l, 1 -au; xePin)lP2. (36) 
The limit p = 0 in (35) and (36) leads back to the classical Laguerre polynomials and the 
corresponding measure. 
It is easy to see that the differential equation (29) satisfied by the co-recursive Laguerre 
polynomials can be factorized in the limit c = 0 to obtain the fourth-order factorized (2 + 2) 
differential equation 
[ x/I(x)D2 + {(2 + (Y -x)&x) -xB(x)}D 
+ (n - l)A(x) + (x -(Y - l)B(x) + C(x)] 
x [ xD2 + (x + 1 - CX)D + II + l] L*,(x; 0, p) = 0, (37) 
where D = d/dx and 
A(x)=3x+2(x-a+~){2n(x-(~+~)+~-c~-l}, (38) 
B(x)=1+2x-2a+2(1+4n)(x-a+~), (39) 
C(x) = (1+ 2x - 2a){1+ (Y -x - 2n(x - ff + /_&)} +3x(1 + 4n). (40) 
The comparison with the differential equation given in [14, Eqs. (341, (3511 needs some 
attention due to a few misprints. 
5.2. Limit c = --a 
In this limit we obtain a special class of CAL polynomials corresponding to the associated 
Laguerre polynomials for which 
n! 
Lxx; -4 = (1 _ a), L,“(x). (41) 
An explicit form is 
&Xx; -a, P) 
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Except for the factor n!/(l -a),, (42) is obtained from (3.5) changing CY to --(Y. The 
corresponding measure and differential equation are obtained in the same way. 
5.3. Limit p = 0 
In this limit we obtain the associated Laguerre polynomials studied in [1,8]. An explicit form 
is 
L*,(x; c> 
(c +a + l)n n (-n)!f = k-n,c,c+a 
n! & (c + l)k(C + cy + l)k 3F2 c+k+l,c+a+k+l I) 
1 xk, (43) 
with the measure 
4’(x) = 
xae-x 
r(c + l)r(c + Cx + 1) 
lq(c, 1 -(Y; xe-iv)1P2. (44) 
Again the limit c = 0 leads back to the Laguerre polynomial case. The coefficients of the 
differential equation (29) satisfied by the associated Laguerre polynomials are now very simple: 
Cd =x2, c,=5x, c2= -x(x-2F)-(r2+4, Cl = 3(F-x), 
co = n(n + 2), (45) 
with F = n + 2c + (Y. See [ll, Eq. (22)] for the special factorizable case c = 1, and [2,13] when c 
is an integer. 
5.4. Limit p = c 
In this limit we obtain the so-called zero-related Laguerre polynomials studied in [8]. The 
symmetry ~7 of the manic polynomials is now broken. The explicit form (14) simplifies in 
G(x; c, P) 
(c+(Y+l), n (-r& = k-n,c,c+cu+l 
n! & (c + l)/((C + (Y + 1)/2 c+k+l,c+a+k+l 
and the measure is 
4’(x) = 
x”emx 
qc + l)T(c + Ly + 1) jq(c, -a; xe-‘“)jP2. (47) 
Again the limit c = 0 leads back to the Laguerre polynomial case. 
The coefficients of the differential equation satisfied by the zero-related Laguerre polynomi- 
als are 
cq =x2(2(2n + 1)x + D), c3 = 2x(3(2n + 1)x + 20), (48) 
c2 = - 2(2n + 1)x3 + (8n(F + 1) + 8c + D)x2 
- (4(a2 - 1)” - 2a2 - D(4c + 1) - 1)x - $D( 02 - 9), (49) 
c1 = 8(2n + 1)x2 - 4(2n(F + 1) + 2c - 0)x - 2D(n(D + 3) + 6c + 20), (50) 
c0 = n(n + 1)(2(2n + 1)x + 30), (51) 
with 
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(52) 
This is a new simple case of CAL polynomials. The explicit form is 
LE(x; c, P) 
(c+(Y+l), n (-+ = k-n,c+l,c+a 
n! k;O (c + l)JC + (Y + & P2 c+k+l,c+a+k+l Ii 
1 Xk. (53) 
The measure is obtained using [5, (lo), p.2581: 
4’(x) = r(c + l)T(c + (Y + 1) 
Iq(c + 1,2-a; xePiT)lP2. 
Xa-l --x e 
In this case the limit c = 0 does not lead back to the Laguerre polynomial case, but to the 
co-recursive Laguerre one with p = cr. 
The coefficients of the differential equation (29) satisfied by these polynomials are obtained 
from (48)~(52) taking only D = 1 - 2a. 
6. Conclusion 
We just end with a brief remark. If the fourth-order differential equations for the co-recur- 
sive Laguerre polynomials and for the associated Laguerre polynomials of order one are 
factorizable, we do not find factorization for the CAL polynomials and for the associated 
Laguerre one. Of course, this is not a proof that the conjectures on this factorizability made in 
[14] are wrong. 
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